Analysis of human tear fluid by Raman spectroscopy.
Tear fluid is a complex aqueous solution containing proteins, metabolites, electrolytes and lipids. This study uses Raman spectroscopy to analyse the composition of human tear fluid from three healthy volunteers. Two different methods are used to obtain Raman spectra from the 3 microL tear samples: (i) solution-phase Raman spectroscopy, and (ii) drop coating deposition Raman spectroscopy (DCDRS). Tear samples were either basal fluid, or yawn reflex secreted fluid. Calibration of the solution technique with standard protein solutions (5-15 mg mL(-1)) showed that this method could predict the protein concentration (cross-validation) with an error of less than 1 mg mL(-1). The Raman signals from the tear fluid were very weak but signals due to protein and urea were clearly observable in all samples. The drop coating deposition technique was shown to produce very high signal-to-noise spectra for relatively short acquisition times, and small sample volumes. Raman point mapping combined with principal components analysis showed that the protein, urea, bicarbonate and lipid could all be detected in the tear samples and that the distribution of these components was inhomogeneous. Their position within the drying pattern was shown to depend on their relative solubilities. The results of this study suggest that solution Raman measurements may be calibrated to give the total tear protein concentration and DCDRS could be used to give a fingerprint of the tear protein (and lipid) composition.